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Generational Change
• 73% of students use the Internet more than 

the library; only 9% use the library more 
than the Internet for information searching 

• Pew Internet and American Life Project College Students 
Survey. http://www.pewinternet.org/
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Losing Readers
• Many students are likely to use information 

found on search engines and various Web 
sites as research material…and faculty often 
report concerns about the number of URLs 
included in research paper bibliographies 
and the decrease in citations from 
traditional scholarly sources. Pew Internet and 
American Life Project College Students Survey. 
http://www.pewinternet.org/
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What do users want?
• “Quality is no longer defined just by content; it is 

now defined by content plus functionality…a 
significant portion of the research community is 
growing increasingly enamored of hyperlinked 
citations, personalized alerts, saved searches and 
other tools for working with the data”. Mark Walker, 
The Seybold Bulletin, Vol 8, No. 35

• The goal? Make things easy for the reader
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Developments for Scholarly Journals
• If it’s not online it doesn’t exist….if it’s not linked 

it doesn’t exist 
• Practice of citing other articles enhanced in the 

online world – linked references are a necessity
• The Article Economy

– Journal issue deconstruction is accelerating
– Article-by-article online publishing (volumes, issues, pages 

and print follow later); Virtual Journals being created
– Publishing workflows are changing: “hourly” publishing
– E-article is article “of record”

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Radical changes of 8 years
Most scholarly journals are now available online in full text and backfiles being digitized.  
Younger generation – it must be online, it must be linked.
References around since journals were created in the 17th century and they are crucial parts of the scientific process.  The practice of citing other articles transfers online very well, and is even improved  – huge value in users being able to click a reference and go right to the cited item. 
Reference links are necessary and journals that don’t have reference links will suffer and be seen as less valuable by both readers and authors considering where to submit papers for publication.
Article economy – issues are becoming less important.  Articles on going online quickly “ahead of print”.  VJs – articles in multiple issues and journals.  E-article is officially the article of “of record”.  Haven’t seen journals breakdown – yet.
Users expect – ppv more common�
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More Developments
• Digitization of older articles 
• Unique article identification, persistent links 

at the article level, reference links required, 
traditional bibliographic data inadequate

• Collaboration and standards necessary to 
meet user demands

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
How can digitized backfiles be linked to by more recent articles that cite them?
Speed of online delivery and user expectations forcing publishers to change workflows 
Move to an “hourly” publishing model  - this means that articles are published online in real-time as they are ready throughout the day.  There is no need to wait for a whole issue to be ready and the schedule of publication is not weekly or daily, but hourly.  
Users expect things to be fast and seamless.
Must have unique ID and standardized metadata to deal with all these changes.
Requirement of linking to external sites means that publishers must collaborate and establish standards – very common in the high tech world.�
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DOI – what is it?
• Like a bar code for physical objects – the 

Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is an 
alphanumeric string that:
– Uniquely identifies a piece of content
– Serves as a persistent, stable link to the location 

of the content
• DOIs can be assigned to any type of content 

at any level of granularity

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
The DOI, the Digital Object Identifier, has been compared to a bar code.  It is a string of letters and numbers the uniquely identifies a piece of content AND it also provides a persistent link to the location of the content.  As I’m sure everyone is aware broken and outdated URLs are a real problem on the web.
DOIs are flexible and can be assigned to any type of content at any level of granularity – for example a DOI can be assigned to an article and to a figure, image or table from an article.  Or looking at larger groupings a DOI can be assigned to a book or a journal at the title level.
The basic rule is that you identify whatever you have a need to identify.�
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http://dx.doi.org/
DOI Directory Prefix Suffix

http://www.nature.com/cgi-taf/DynaPage.taf?file=/nature/journal/v422/n6932/full/nature01566_fs.html

10.1038/nature01566

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
The publisher can assign whatever they want as the suffix – in this case there is the name of the journal and a five digit number.  
When the metadata for this article was deposited with CrossRef, this DOI had a URL associated with it.  
The DOI and URL are sent by CrossRef to the central DOI Directory.  
If you were citing this article, which would you rather use- the DOI or the URL?�
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Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Here is where the DOI ends up – incorporated into the traditional bibliographic information for an article.�
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dx.doi.org

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
The DOI Directory comes into play when a user clicks a DOI link – the DOI system automatically resolves the DOI to the URL deposited by the publishers.  
This happens as an automatic redirect in the user’s browser and the users aren’t even aware of it.  By adding this level of indirection through a central DOI Directory helps ensure that DOIs are persistent.  
While the location of content may change, or ownership of content might change, the DOI itself does not change.  
Of course, publishers have an obligation to keep the URL up-to-date.
�
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CrossRef’s Mission
• To provide services that bring the scholar to 

authoritative primary content, focusing on 
services that are best achieved through 
collective agreement by publishers
– i.e. System for reference linking

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
The CrossRef mission statement is  “To provide services that bring the scholar to authoritative primary content, focusing on services that are best achieved through collective agreement by publishers”.

The way CrossRef is doing this now is by running a system for reference linking. �
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What is PILA/CrossRef?
• Non-profit membership association

– DOI Registration Agency for Scholarly Content
• Registration of metadata and unique, persistent 

identifiers
• Representation on IDF Board, TWG and RAWG

– Reference linking service
– Standards and Guidelines

• Rules governing metadata and linking
• Guidelines – using DOIs in journals and citations

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
CrossRef enables publishers to efficiently link their references which in turn enables scholars to easily locate and access content.  
In order to run this linking service, CrossRef is an official RA for scholarly content.  The IDF is a membership organization that sets the basic, high-level standards and runs the core system but doesn’t actually assign DOIs itself.  The IDF also insures interoperability among different RAs – 6 currently.
CrossRef sets the specific rules for DOIs and metadata for the scholarly community, collects the metadata and DOIs and represents its members on the IDF board, Technical Working Group and  the Registration Agencies Working Group.
CrossRef also works with, and establishes, guidelines and standards.  For instance, CrossRef has many rules to insure that linking is reciprocal and fair and collects standardized metadata.  Also, this year we published DOI Guidelines on the use of DOIs in journal articles and citations.
Since we are now such a large group of publishers, CrossRef does get approached about a variety of issues –e-journal archiving, user authentications.�
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What Does CrossRef do?
• Makes reference linking easy and reliable for journals, 

conference proceedings and books
• Technology Infrastructure

• Persistent links using DOIs  - no broken links in citations or 
database records (Average half-life of a URL is 44 days)

• Publishers update URLs in one location; about 50% of the records in 
CrossRef have already been updated

• Business Infrastructure
– Membership agreement sets rules and creates level playing field
– no bilateral agreements needed – one agreement allows linking to over 

200 publishers
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How does CrossRef work?
• Publishers deposit metadata (in XML), 

including a DOI and URL, in CrossRef 
metadata database

• Members and affiliates then send references 
to query the central metadata database to 
find the DOI for the cited article

• DOIs are used to create reference links

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
No details – Tim Ingoldsby to provide more details.�



The DOI Community

…and more !!
…and more !!

CERN

…and more !!

• Gateway to the DOI world

• Develops and maintains  
the DOI standard

• Develops and maintains the
Handle system upon which
the DOI executes
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Linking as navigation at the 
content level across publishers

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Examples of DOIs in use.  
JBC register DOI and metadata.  DOI is displayed.�
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Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
JBC also took the references and submitted them to CrossRef.  CrossRef checked the references against its metadata database of article information and returned DOIs that matched.
JBC also has links to Medline, Infotrieve for document delivery and to other articles available on the HighWire platform.
The CrossRef links go directly to the cited article.  JBC didn’t need to have bilateral agreements, figure out what other publishers had available online, figure out publishers algorithms.  Reference were sent to CrossRef and DOIs were returned.�
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Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�


�
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Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
A different implementation – Journal of Chemical Physics published by AIP.

DOI is listed at the end of the abstract.�
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Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
AIP has chosen to link the citation itself and links to secondary databases are listed after the reference itself.  
Follow reference 15  
�
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Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Arrive at the abstract for the article at Wiley Interscience.
Subscriber gets access.  Non-subscriber gets abstract and may get PPV options.  Access terms are up to the publishers.�
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Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Important use in publish ahead of print articles.
Articles going online individually without volume, issue or page number.  DOI can be used to cite the article.  When volume, issue and page are assigned, those should be used to cite the article.
Nature’s AOP system does this.  Here is a new style citation.�
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Library use of CrossRef/DOIs?
• Libraries should find DOIs in licensed content and 

databases – easy full text links
• Libraries can retrieve DOIs from publishers or 

directly from CrossRef at no cost
• Libraries can send a DOI and retrieve standardized 

metadata
• CrossRef and DOIs integrate with OpenURL Link 

Resolution services
– Ex Libris’ SFX, EBSCO’s LinkSource, Endeavor’s 

LinkFinderPlus, etc

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
There are a lot of different uses:
Transition between different state – pre-publication to publication
DOIs for citing – DOIs are not designed to replace traditional bibliographic info!�
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DOI Use
• Journal ownership changes are much 

smoother with DOIs
– Ownership of DOIs is transferred to new 

publisher; new publisher updates URLs in the 
DOI Directory (through CrossRef)

– Anyone using the DOI will seamlessly go to 
new journal site.

– IDEAL to ScienceDirect

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
Once DOIs are assigned – any incoming full text links should be DOI based (from web pages, A&I databases, etc).
DOIs need to be disseminated – CrossRef does this but publisher has to also
Journal ownership changes are easy.�
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Free DOI Queries
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Current Stats
• 212 Members (91 in September 2001, 33 in June 

2001)

• 30 Affiliates/8 Agents/83 Libraries
• 8 million DOIs (3.7 million DOIs December 2001, 

1.3 DOIs June 2000)

• 7600 journals represented (2700 June 2000)

• 3 million DOI resolutions/month (600,000 
- 900,000 in December 2001)

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
207 up from 91 in Sept 2001 and 45 in 2001.  Who knew there were so many journal publishers?
There are 30 affiliates, 8 agents and 83 libraries.  Affiliates are A&I databases and agents like EBSCO and CSA.  Libraries join to lookup DOIs but CrossRef also provides metadata to libraries to use in local link resolvers and OpenURL links – I’ll cover that in a few minutes.
7500 journals and over 3 million DOI resolutions/month.  Actual DOI use.�
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Current Stats
• Oldest content?  
• 1849, The Astronomical Journal
• 15 journals with content from the 1800s
• doi:10.1086/100001 

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
DOIs have been assigned to some very old content – the oldest article in the CrossRef system is from the Astronomical Journal from 1849.  A rough count shows 15 journals in the system with content from the 1800s.
Here is the DOI for the article – University of Chicago Press.  Astrophysics Data System has scanned article.�
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Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
It [the journal] should furnish the means of publication and prompt dissemination of discoveries and researches; and should promote harmony among astronomers, laboring for a common end, - while it furnishes an opportunity for the manly expression of differences of opinion.�
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DOIs and OpenURL
• OpenURL – protocol for metadata in a URL
• OpenURL Framework – system for localized links
• OpenURL is a draft NISO standard
• The DOI system and CrossRef are OpenURL 

aware and therefore publishers are OpenURL 
aware through use of CrossRef and DOIs

• DOIs and CrossRef are integrated with localized 
linking/OpenURL linking systems (SFX, 
LinkFinderPlus, Z Portal)

Présentateur�
Commentaires de présentation�
OpenURL is not an identifier and it does not provide a resolution service (two things that DOIs provide).
 The OpenURL protocol is a method for sending metadata (including DOIs) in a URL and the OpenURL framework is a system for localized linking. CrossRef and DOIs are OpenURL aware, and so publishers using DOIs are OpenURL aware.
The one danger with OpenURL is that it is perceived as an alternative to DOIs and that using metadata (issn, volume, issue, page) is a good way to link to full text articles.  Using metadata links is good for the vendors of library services – they get more fees: it is much more difficult to link using metadata so libraries need to pay vendors to do their linking and keep track of all their links.  
Link resolvers get metadata from CrossRef to construct appropriate links for users.�
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CrossRef/DOI Linking

Aggregator
Local

OPAC
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OpenURL 
Aware

OpenURL Linking Complements CrossRef I

References

DOI Server

ServerDOI

OpenURL

Metadata

DOI 
link

http://www.sfx.edu/?  
doi=10.1034/j.1399-0039.2000.560502.x

http://dx.doi.org/  
doi=10.1034/j.1399-0039.2000.560502.x
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Recent Developments
• Expansion of content types underway

– conference proceedings and books/reference works
– Theses and dissertations? Gray Lit? pre-print archives? 

Datasets?
• Parameter Passing

– Extra information sent along with a DOI to:
• (1) track originating journal (2) customize response pages (3) 

add return buttons, (4) institute special trading rules

• Multiple Resolution
– Multiple links associated with one DOI
– Enhanced linking services
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Forward Linking
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Conclusion
• CrossRef and DOI help but don’t solve all 

the problems
• Collaboration and standards are necessary 

to meet user demands
• User expectations keep rising
• Libraries and publishers have a common 

cause
• A new generation is on the way…
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CrossRef

the central source for reference linking 

Linking Scholarly Communities Together

http://www.crossref.org

Ed Pentz

epentz@crossref.org
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